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A BILL

TO AMEND ARTICLE VI, SECTION 1 OF THE
LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY AGRICULTURAL & MECHANICAL COLLEGE
STUDENT GOVERNMENT CONSTITUTION

BE IT ENACTED BY THE STUDENT SENATE OF LOUISIANA STATE
UNIVERSITY AND AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL COLLEGE,
TWO-THIRDS OF THE MEMBERS OF SAID BODY CONCURRING
THAT THERE SHOULD BE SUBMITTED TO THE STUDENTS OF
THIS UNIVERSITY FOR THEIR CONSIDERATION A REFERENDUM
TO AMMEND THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT CONSTITUTION AS
FOLLOWS

PARAGRAPH 1: Article VI: Elections

SECTION 1. Students who are registered full-time FOR AT LEAST PART-TIME
ENROLLMENT STATUS at the beginning of the semester shall be eligible to vote in
all election provided for in this Constitution excluding those fees that do not affect them.

Students who are registered part-time at the beginning of the semester shall be allowed to
vote only on referenda that affect them financially.

PARAGRAPH 2: BE IT FURTHER ENACTED THAT THE
FOLLOWING PROPOSITION BE PLACED ON THE FALL 2006
STUDENT GOVERNMENT GENERAL ELECTION BALLOT:

“TO ALLOW ALL STUDENTS ENROLLED FOR AT LEAST PART-TIME
ENROLLMENT STATUS IN THE RESPECTIVE FALL OR SPRING
ACADEMIC SEMESTER TO VOTE IN ANY STUDENT GOVERNMENT
GENERAL, RUN-OFF, OR SPECIAL ELECTION EXCLUDING THOSE
FEES THAT DO NOT AFFECT THEM.

• In Favor of

• Against”